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Abstract—The noise behavior resulting from impact ionization
(II) was investigated at room temperature for silicon–germanium
(SiGe) heterojunction bipolar transistors with box Ge profile (“true” HBTs), featuring a maximum transit frequency of
fT = 80 GHz. Noise parameters (NPs) were measured over a
wide range of collector–emitter voltages. Modeling was performed
using a generalized hydrodynamic (HD) device simulation with
a local temperature approach for avalanche generation, driftdiffusion (DD) simulation with a local field model, and the compact model (CM) HICUM/L2 with a conventional local field
Chynoweth’s law for avalanche generation. Local temperature
model parameters were calibrated by matching the avalanche
multiplication factor (M ) to results obtained from full-band
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The spectral density of II current
noise, obtained from the CM, is in fair agreement with the HD
model. Verification of NPs (N Fmin , Rn , and ΓOPT ), obtained
with compact and HD model, against experimental values proved
that the weak avalanche model is accurate enough to capture II
noise in investigated SiGe HBTs.
Index Terms—Avalanche multiplication factor, HICUM, impact ionization (II), noise parameters (NPs), silicon–germanium
(SiGe) HBT.

I. INTRODUCTION

B

iCMOS TECHNOLOGY with high-performance silicon–
germanium heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs) has
turned into a cost-efficient solution for high-frequency highvolume applications [1]. Present SiGe HBTs have been demonstrated with transit and oscillation frequencies above 300 GHz
(see, e.g., [2]–[6]). Future wireless communication electronics, such as radar and millimeter-wave imaging, demand even
higher speed in combination with low power consumption and
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low-cost fabrication. Higher operating frequencies in HBTs can
be achieved, among other measures, by increasing the collector
doping, which in turn increases the operating collector current density. However, high collector doping results in higher
electric fields at the collector–base junction, leading to a reduction in collector–emitter (CE) breakdown voltage (BVCE0 ).
Circuit designers usually are trying to avoid device operation
at impact ionization (II) bias conditions, where device output
conductance is rapidly increased as well as noise is degraded.
Nevertheless, in certain applications, such as fiber optics (with
input from photodiode) [7], drivers for optical modulation [8],
and RF amplifier designs, transistors may be pushed to operate
at voltages beyond BVCE0 [9], [10]. Note that we are talking
not about transistor in the LNA, operating intentionally in
the strong II region, but either unintentionally in the weak-tomedium II region during (automated) optimization (CAD issue)
or intentionally at as high VCE as possible for maximum speed.
The higher VCE means generally higher maximum transconductance and, thus, gain. Operating voltage can be increased by
using an external base resistor, which enables reliable operating
conditions at VCE beyond BVCE0 [10]. In such a way, output
power can be significantly increased since output power is
2
. The maximum speed versus noise tradeoff
proportional to VCE
is important in applications using technologies that have to be
exploited up to their limits in order to get working circuits with
high performance. Noise can increase due to random II events,
which are still not observed from I(V ) characteristics, even at
VCE below BVCE0 [11]. This, however, leads to degradation
of the transistor noise performance due to II noise, which was
shown to be important for high-speed SiGe HBTs in [11]–[13].
Experimental results indicate a strong increase of the transistor
noise figure for a VCE beyond BVCE0 [11], [13]. This additional
noise is induced by the random nature of the II events and their
influence on collector current.
The most accurate semiclassical method for carriertransport-based noise modeling is the solution of the Boltzmann
transport equation, generally using Monte Carlo (MC) techniques. This method includes details of carrier scattering due to
its stochastic nature and inherent noise information. However,
generation–recombination processes with large time constants
introduce long tails in the autocorrelation functions, making accurate MC simulation of noise computationally very expensive.
Therefore, hydrodynamic (HD) and even drift-diffusion (DD)
models are attractive and often employed for noise simulation.
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As an acceptable tradeoff between computational effort and
accuracy for advanced technologies, HD simulation has evolved
since it includes carrier-transport “history” via the energy balance and transport equation.
Fundamentally, II is a “threshold” effect, since prior to
generating electron–hole pairs, carriers must gather sufficient
energy through an electric field. DD models and classical
theory using the local field for calculating II [14] ignore the
distance necessary for accumulating this energy (“dead” zone).
This leads to an overestimation of the multiplication factor
M and the associated noise in advanced transistors where the
“dead” zone length can be a significant portion of the high-field
collector–base space charge region [15]–[18]. Furthermore,
particularly in HBTs, carriers related to the main (transfer) current already have accumulated significant energy when entering
the high-field region which, in turn, shortens the length required
for II. This process can be described by a history-dependent
theory, which yields very good agreement with MC simulated
ionization coefficients as well as with measured II noise in short
Si and GaAs photodiodes [19].
As mentioned before, the circuit design for high-frequency
applications often requires the transistors to be operated at
their technology limits. Therefore, compact models (CMs) are
needed to accurately describe this bias region, including noise
for RF applications. Avalanche current effect in popular CMs,
such as VBIC [20] and HICUM [21], is restricted to medium
current densities and weak avalanche. MEXTRAM [22] can
cover II also at high current densities and includes snap back
effect [23]. Nevertheless, snap back and high avalanche current degrade convergence and, therefore, are left optional for
specific cases. Considering II noise, critical circuit applications
generally operate only at weak II (M − 1  1), and therefore,
investigations in this paper were focused mainly on this region
using CM local field approach, implemented in HICUM/L2,
which was verified w.r.t. dc, ac, and II noise. The purpose of this
paper was using physical simulations and experimental data to
verify how accurate the weak avalanche-current formulation is
in terms of high-frequency behavior and noise in SiGe highspeed HBTs. This paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides information on the investigated transistor and briefly
discusses the employed models. In Section III, device simulation results are compared to experimental and CM data.
Furthermore, the observations are discussed. The results are
summarized in Section IV.
II. DEVICE UNDER TEST, MODEL DESCRIPTION,
AND V ERIFICATION
The investigated SiGe n-p-n HBTs were available in a
production process described in [24]–[26] and feature a peak
transit frequency of 80 GHz with a peak oscillation frequency
of 110 GHz at VCE = 1.5 V. On-wafer measurements were
performed on light emitter concentration (LEC) transistors
(“true” HBTs) with a CBEB contact configuration and emitter
area of AE0 = 0.5 × 20.3 μm2 . S-parameters were deembedded using a two-step procedure with dummy “open” and “short”
structures [27]. Parasitic noise deembedding due to influence of
the pad parasitic network was performed with the correlation
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matrix technique [28]. CM parameters set was extracted from
experimental data and generated from a technology parameter set.
In the investigated HBTs, self-heating (s.h.) occurs at higher
current densities and CE voltages. It is described in CM by a
single-pole network consisting of a lumped thermal resistance
Rth and thermal capacitance Cth . The values of these elements
were determined from transient measurement of IC with pulse
durations from 50 ns to 5 ms. Bias pulse duration of 100 ns was
found sufficient for the establishment of isothermal operation
of the HBT.
Device simulations were performed with Galene III [29],
using its HD and DD formulation. Doping profiles were generated with the help of SIMS measurements and adjusted
according to electrical data (i.e., by inverse modeling). Standard
physical models were used with all required noise and transport
parameters obtained through full-band MC simulation under
homogeneous bulk conditions [30]. The II process is included
in Galene III using the modified Chynoweth law, in which the
dependence of the II coefficient α on the electrical field E is
given by


B
.
(1)
α = A exp −
E
The semiempirical constants A and B are well established
for bulk silicon. However, under nonlocal transport conditions,
the parameters A and B have to be adjusted [31]. Full-band
MC device simulations were used to calibrate these parameters
for the investigated HBT. Simplified HD and DD models of
the actual transistor (without external parasitics and s.h.) were
used to analyze pure II-related noise, allowing to eliminate the
impact of s.h. on noise. Finally, the comparisons to CM and
measured data were performed with a complete 2-D model
(including s.h. and parasitic network). In case of the DD model,
E in (1) is the local electric field, while for HD simulations, the
local temperature model [32] is used

3 UTc − UTl
.
(2)
E=
2 μ(Tc )τw (Tc )
Here, UTc = kB · Tc /q and UTl = kB · Tl /q, with Tc as the
carrier (electron) temperature obtained from the HD simulation
and Tl as the lattice temperature; kB is the Boltzmann constant;
q is the electron charge; μ(Tc ) is the carrier temperaturedependent electron mobility; and τw (Tc ) is the carrier energy
relaxation time.
Self-heating was included in device simulation selfconsistently, based on a lumped thermal resistance Rth (as in
CMs). The dissipated power and resulting change in lattice
temperature are calculated from the power balance equation
ΔTl = Rth (VCE IC + VBE IB )

(3)

where IB and IC are the base and collector currents, respectively, and VBE is the base–emitter voltage. The ambient
temperature T0 is used as a starting value for the first iteration to
calculate the terminal currents using the HD or DD model. The
updated temperature from (3) is then used for the next iteration,
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Fig. 1. Forward Gummel characteristics: Comparison between (dashed lines)
HD model, (solid lines) HICUM, and (circles) experimental results at VCE =
1.5 V. In addition, HD results are inserted for VCE = 4 V.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Base and collector current dependence on CE voltage: (Dashed lines)
HD model, (solid lines) HICUM, and (circles) experimental results.

Transit frequency versus collector current density. Legend as in Fig. 1.

and calculations are continued until the required accuracy is
achieved. Model parameters were generated using transistor
sizing and model parameter generation tool TRADICA [33]
based on an already existing technology file for this production
process. A few parameters were slightly recentered (within
their process tolerances) to the high-frequency behavior of the
investigated transistor. Model verification was then performed
for standard characteristics and S-parameters measured in the
range of 0.1–50 GHz.
Fig. 1 shows the Gummel plot, and Fig. 2 presents the transit
frequency for fixed CE voltages. The minimum value of N Fmin
at low VCE (i.e., at negligible II) was found experimentally to
be at VBE = 0.8 V and, hence, was used in further noise-related
simulations and analysis.
Based on the HD simulation results for standard dc and
ac characteristics, the II-related model parameters were calibrated. For this, HD simulations of the HBT were performed
first without II. An obtained solution was used as input for
non-self-consistent MC simulations. The resulting (electron)
avalanche multiplication factor was then employed for adjusting the constants A and B in (1) used for HD simulation. As
shown in Fig. 3, excellent agreement is obtained between HD
and MC results for M − 1 over a wide CE voltage range. A

Avalanche multiplication factor dependence on the applied CE voltage.

similar calibration procedure was performed for DD simulation.
Since, avalanche multiplication factor is not directly available
in HICUM, it was determined from internal CM variables,
namely, Iavl and the transfer current IT (= IC ) according to
M −1=

Iavl
.
IT

(4)

According to Fig. 3, CM, after adjusting the corresponding
model parameters, fairly agrees with HD, MC, and experimental results between 1.8 and 4.0 V but starts to overestimate
M outside of this range. Experimentally, multiplication factor
was measured using forced emitter current method [34]. These
discrepancies, which are being further investigated, may be
caused by the weak avalanche approximation in CM approach
[35] and by the use of a local field. At VCE ≈ 4.5 V, avalanche
generation starts to influence also the collector current. However, as will be shown later, this influence is hardly observable
in the noise parameters (NPs).
Fig. 4 shows the experimental and modeled base current densities as a function of VCE at VBE = 0.8 V. The holes generated
by II are accelerated toward the base and exit through the base
terminal. When the hole current due to II exceeds the emitter
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Fig. 5. Real and imaginary parts of Y11 versus CE voltage at 8 GHz.
Comparison between (dashed lines) HD model, (symbols) experimental results,
and (solid lines) HICUM.

Fig. 7. Real and imaginary parts of Y22 versus CE voltage at 8 GHz. Legend
as in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Real and imaginary parts of Y21 versus CE voltage at 8 GHz. Legend
as in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8. Minimum noise figure N Fmin versus CE voltage: (Dashed lines) HD
simulation results with s.h. and II, (solid lines) HICUM, and measurements at
(open circles) 1 GHz and (filled circles) 8 GHz, respectively.

back-injection current, IB reverses its sign (at VCE ≈ 2.5 V).
The breakdown voltage BVCE0 = 2.5 V is modeled well by
both CM and HD simulation. Beyond about 3.5 V, simulation
results start to yield a somewhat lower avalanche current than
measured, which may be caused by the influence of s.h. and
the temperature coefficients used. The corresponding output
characteristic is also compared in Fig. 4. As more detailed
investigations have shown, the main increase in JC is caused
by s.h. (due to VBE = const). For instance, s.h. at VCE = 5 V
increases the current density from 0.37 to 0.57 mA/μm2 [12].
Since II noise is resolved from N Fmin better at lower frequencies [13], Y -parameters and NPs are investigated in more
detail for the selected frequencies of 1 and 8 GHz. HD and CM
Y -parameters are compared in Figs. 5–7 to experimental data as
a function of VCE and for a fixed frequency of 8 GHz only. In
particular, for CM, an excellent agreement is obtained here (and
also at 1 GHz, which is not shown). A small deviation of HD
(2-D case) simulated imag {Y12 } (not shown in this paper) and
imag {Y22 } is due to omitting parasitic (oxide) and the foreside
portions of the capacitances as well as intradevice substrate
coupling. However, simulation of the resolved noise sources
shows that thermal noise from the substrate resistance (RSU in

CM) and shot noise from the collector-substrate diode current,
as well as the small change of the transfer function through the
parasitic (oxide) and the foreside capacitances, have negligible
influence on the NPs in the frequency range f < 10 GHz. At
higher frequencies, the external capacitances slightly reduce
N Fmin and affect the optimum source reflection coefficient
(ΓOPT ) (cf. Figs. 11 and 12).
For HD noise simulations, the Langevin noise model [36],
implemented in Galene III, was used. Relevant physical effects,
such as electron and hole scattering in the conduction and valence bands, Shockley–Read–Hall recombination, and II were
included.
III. NOISE-RELATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The standard NPs as a function of VCE at the selected
frequencies of 1 and 8 GHz are shown in Figs. 8–10. According to Fig. 8, the N Fmin is fairly constant between 0.2 and
2.5 V but increases rapidly below 0.2 V and beyond 2.5 V.
In these regions, the curves for different frequencies tend to
merge. The N Fmin increase at low VCE is due to the gain
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Fig. 9. Magnitude of optimum source reflection coefficient ΓOPT versus
CE voltage. (Dashed line) HD simulation results with s.h. and II, (solid line)
HICUM, and (scattered line) measurements.

Fig. 11. N Fmin versus frequency at VCE = 1.0 V and VBE = 0.8 V.
Measured data were obtained with ATN system.

Fig. 10. Phase of optimum source reflection coefficient ΓOPT versus CE
voltage. Legend as in Fig. 8.

Fig. 12. ΓOPT versus frequency at VBE = 0.8 V. (Dashed line) HD simulation, (solid line) complete HICUM, (crosses) HICUM without external parasitic
capacitances and substrate network, and (scattered line with open symbols)
measured data.

drop (cf. Figs. 5 and 6). More detailed investigations of s.h.
impact, performed with HD model, revealed that, although s.h.
considerably increases the collector terminal current, its impact
on N Fmin remains limited; for instance, without s.h., N Fmin
(at 4.5 V) drops from 3.5 to 2.75 dB [12]. The voltage and
frequency dependence of N Fmin is described very well by
both HD simulation and CM. DD and HD simulations showed
that correlation between base and collector shot noise in the
investigated LEC HBTs is fairly weak [37], particularly at
relatively low frequencies (1 and 8 GHz), and thus was not
analyzed in this paper.
The equivalent noise resistance (Rn ) only slightly depends
on VCE and is well captured by CM, while HD simulation
exhibits a somewhat weaker voltage dependence. According
to Fig. 9, the magnitude of the optimum source reflection
coefficient ΓOPT is also described fairly well by both CM
and HD device simulation. The latter shows a different trend,
although at high voltages. For the phase of ΓOPT in Fig. 10,
CM yields excellent results up to about 4 V and then appears
to increase more sharply than the measurement. HD simulation
deviates at 8 GHz due to the missing parasitic substrate network

but still exhibits a similar trend versus VCE as measurement.
In particular, at high VCE , the increase is smaller than that of
HICUM.
At this point, HD simulation has been verified as a reference
model for investigating noise sources within a device. Therefore, it was used to obtain a feeling for the noise behavior up
to the much higher frequency of 100 GHz. The corresponding
data are shown in Fig. 11. A slight difference in N Fmin is due to
the missing external capacitances in the HD model mentioned
earlier. However, the phase of ΓOPT is quite sensitive to the
external parasitic capacitance as shown in Fig. 12. CM simulations excluding the external capacitance portions yield results
similar to those obtained from the HD model (cf. Fig. 12).
With the help of calibrated HD and CM, a decomposition
of the impact of important effects on noise behavior was
performed. The results of this analysis, as shown in Fig. 13,
reveal that the main contribution to the increase in N Fmin
beyond about 2.5 V comes from II noise (curve 2). II noise
itself is included in HICUM through the additional shot noise
source, explaining the excellent agreement observed for the
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Fig. 13. Resolved noise sources for N Fmin versus VCE obtained from (solid
lines) HICUM simulations at 1 GHz: (Curve 1) Complete model, (curve 2)
noise from II only and no s.h., (curve 3) with avalanche effect and multiplication
of shot noise but neglecting II noise, and (curve 4) neither II noise nor s.h. In
addition, Galene results are inserted for cases 1 and 4.

NPs shown before. Turning off the II noise source (in HICUM)
only and keeping the II effect, the avalanche-multiplicationrelated collector shot noise amplification leads to a visible
increase of N Fmin (curve 3) at high VCE , as was explained in
[13]. Turning off the II effect completely in the models (curve 4)
makes N Fmin independent of VCE [12]. Further decomposition
of noise sources shows that the influence of thermal noise from
the parasitic substrate resistance (RSU ) and of shot noise from
the collector-substrate diode current on NPs is negligible as
expected and, therefore, was neglected in the 2-D HD model.
The collector terminal excess noise, which is the part of
the noise that exceeds the shot noise of the collector current
without II, requires a more detailed investigation. For this,
only the spectral densities SJavl of the terminal current fluctuations due to II are analyzed with the help of HD and DD
device simulations, in which the influence of s.h. and external
parasitics were turned off. Due to the randomness of the II
process, the avalanche current fluctuates, and an additional
noise is introduced at both the collector and base terminals.
The corresponding collector and base current fluctuations as a
function of VCE are shown in Fig. 14 for DD simulation and
in Fig. 15 for HD simulation and are compared for both cases
to CM. For all models, at VBE = 0.8 V (JC = 0.3 mA/μm2 ),
the collector current and the base current fluctuations SJc and
SJb can be clearly distinguished while they coincide at low injection (at VBE = 0.6 V, JC = 2.4∗ 10−4 mA/μm2 ). Generally,
for constant VBE , the hole current generated by the avalanche
process consists of a component flowing across the BE junction
and one through the base resistance to the base terminal. At
low injection (VBE = 0.6 V), the avalanche current almost
entirely flows through the base resistance to the base terminal.
Therefore, the associated spectral density is the same as for the
avalanche component at the collector terminal.
The comparison between DD and HD simulations in Figs. 14
and 15, respectively, reveals the biggest difference at low
VCE , which can be explained as follows. The DD model uses
the local electric field to calculate the ionization coefficient,
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Fig. 14. Collector and base terminal current fluctuations due to II for two
different VBE : Comparison between DD device simulation (dashed lines) and
HICUM (solid lines with symbols).

Fig. 15. Collector and base terminal current fluctuations due to II for two
different VBE : Comparison between HD device simulation (dashed lines) and
HICUM (solid lines with symbols).

ignoring the fact that carriers need to acquire certain energy
before they are able to ionize. This “threshold” behavior is
captured more physically by HD simulation [31]. Therefore,
the avalanche current from DD simulation is larger than the one
from HD simulation, which uses a smaller nonlocal field. As
a consequence, the II spectral densities are higher for DD than
that for HD simulation. This is valid for the entire voltage range,
although much more pronounced at low voltages.
Both Figs. 14 and 15 also contain HICUM results. At low
VBE and VCE values beyond 2 V, excellent agreement is obtained with device simulation. In the HD case, the slight deviation in curvature toward high VCE is caused by the difference
in curvature for the M factor (cf. Fig. 3). This difference is not
visible for the DD case, since the HICUM avalanche equation
is based on the DD equations. Toward low voltages of VCE , the
avalanche-related spectral densities of CM remain higher than
those from DD or HD device simulation. The reason for this
is that the spatial dependence of the electric field in the CM
avalanche expression is approximated only to the first order
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by the internal BC depletion capacitance. The lower the field
(i.e., VCE ), the less accurate this description becomes. However,
according to Fig. 3, below VCE = 2 V, the multiplication factor
has dropped to such low values that the avalanche current
is negligible anyway. Therefore, this inaccuracy of the CM
is irrelevant for applications. Below VCE = 2 V, even noise
(known as the most sensitive high-frequency figure of merit) is
not affected by the presence of the II current (N Fmin starts to
increase only at VCE > 2 V). Therefore, the II approach in CM,
based on the local field, is an acceptable solution for avalanche
multiplication current noise modeling in SiGe HBTs. For higher
VCE , HICUM exhibits still the same trend as both DD and
HD models. In both cases, the base-terminal-related spectral
density portion of SJavl agrees very well, while there are certain
deviations for the collector-related portion.
IV. CONCLUSION
NPs as a function of CE voltage were investigated for
80-GHz LEC SiGe HBT with a special focus on the influence
of II on noise in the base and collector current. HD and DD
device simulations, calibrated by full-band MC solutions of the
Boltzmann transport equation, were employed for gaining an
understanding of the underlying device physics. For the first
time, to our knowledge, II noise was simulated using HD and
DD models and verified by experimental data over bias and
frequency, establishing a basis for further detailed investigations of the fundamentals of HBT noise behavior, particularly
at frequencies beyond existing equipment capability. For CM
development purposes, experimental and device simulation data
were verified against results obtained using weak avalanchecurrent approach, implemented in compact bipolar transistor
model, in this particular case HICUM. Excellent agreement was
obtained for all four NPs as a function of both frequency and
VCE as well as for dc and small-signal characteristics.
Detailed analysis of noise origin revealed that the strong
increase of noise figure for voltages beyond BVCE0 is due
to avalanche-current-related fluctuations itself rather than collector shot noise amplification or s.h. effects. The latter two
effects lead only to a slight increase of noise figure. Carrier
shot noise amplification due to avalanche multiplication impact
is not the main contributor to N Fmin . The local field approach
in HICUM is the reason for the multiplication factor deviation
at low CE bias (VCE < 1.5 V). However, this does not cause
significant deviations for the noise trend since II-related current
fluctuations at such low voltages are rather small and thus
negligible in N Fmin . Analysis of II noise spectral densities
extracted from HD and DD simulations as well as from CM
revealed that the CM formulation accurately describes II noise
over the bias and frequency region of interest for present circuit
applications.
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